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Offering a new take on the LSAT logical reasoning section, Manhattan Prep’s LSAT Logical
Reasoning is a must-have resource for any student preparing to take the exam.Using Manhattan
Prep’s expert strategies, this book will teach you how to untangle the web of LSAT logical
reasoning questions confidently and efficiently. LSAT Logical Reasoning encourages a
streamlined method to engage and improve your natural critical thinking skills.Beginning with an
effective approach to reading arguments and identifying answers, LSAT Logical Reasoning
trains you to see through the clutter and recognize the core of an argument. It also arms you with
the tools to pick apart the answer choices, offering in-depth explanations for every answer—both
correct and incorrect—leading to a complex understanding of this subtle section.Each chapter in
LSAT Logical Reasoning uses real LSAT questions in drills and practice sets, with explanations
that take you inside the mind of an LSAT expert as they work through the problem.Additional
practice and resources are available online through the Manhattan Prep website. Used by itself
or with other Manhattan Prep materials, LSAT Logical Reasoning will push you to your top score.

About the AuthorIn 2000, Teach for America alumnus and Yale graduate Zeke Vanderhoek had a
radical idea: students learn better from better teachers. His vision of what test prep could be if
written and taught by great educators led him to start Manhattan Prep. Since we began,
Manhattan Prep has grown from a boutique tutoring company to one of the world’s leading test
prep providers, offering GMAT, GRE, LSAT, ACT, and SAT courses and tutoring worldwide.We
believe test prep should be real education. From our instructors to our materials, we work to
teach you the skills you’ll need to succeed on the test, in school, and beyond.
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consumergirl90, “Better than powerscore logical reasoning. I think this book is better than the
Powerscore Logical Reasoning book. This book uses real LSAT questions, and gives
comprehensive information on why an answer is correct and why an answer is incorrect. This
book helps a person focus on the wording of the stimulus, and how the wording in the stimulus
and answers should match. the powerscore book seems more basic than this book.”

charlie, “Excellent Book. This book and the others in this series are the best for LSAT prep. Give
yourself plenty of time to work through them all and don’t rush through.”

Giovanni, “Explanations. Manhattan LSAT’s explanations are impressive. The text uses recent,
difficult LSAT questions. I improved from the analysis. Powerscore was too general for me while
Manhattan’s strategies apply UNDER TIME. The price is excellent as well.”

Alexander V., “Manhattan LR Book. Great book if you need to learn how to tackle Logical
Reasoning. Definitely recommend.”

Greg Devaney, “but I think Manhattan Prep does a better job of explaining the concepts than
other prep companies .... I guess learning is a subjective experience, but I think Manhattan Prep
does a better job of explaining the concepts than other prep companies do.”

MJ Cali, “Highly recommend. Solid explanation to build up basic concepts!”

Sierra, “Great. Great study guide”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. great textbook, brand new and very helpful for LSAT Prep”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good. Good”

Alexander F, “Got me to 20+ on LR. Better than powerscore for sure”

The book by Manhattan Prep has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 21 people have provided feedback.
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